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A new place to stay!

C

ongratulations on your new job and your new place to stay.
It’s always exciting to get a new position and to move to a
new country, isn’t it?
Although Indonesia is the fourth most populous country, it is
surprisingly unknown to many. Apart from the island of Bali,
where millions are vacationing. Including the king of Saudi
Arabia, countless celebrities and former president Barack
Obama.
Very few expats are located in Bali, so this guide will talk
about the practicalities of living and working in the major
cities. In doing so, we also look at Indonesia from a different
perspective. It’s the perspective from within Indonesia, the
personal perspective of the author who loves his country, but
who is not blind to some of the less beautiful aspects of
Indonesia. This guide attempts to make your stay in Indonesia
a positive one through a better understanding of the behavior
of Indonesians.
There is a lot to experience in Indonesia with much to
enjoy and an awful lot to learn. Indonesia is known as the
country with many ancient cultures, court dances and
mysterious shadow puppet plays. Indonesia is the country of
many Hindu and Buddhist temples dating back to the 9 th
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century or even earlier. And the country is also famous for its
breathtaking views of volcanoes, green rice paddies and
buffaloes pulling heavy plows through the muddy fields.
Those topics can be found in our other publication Enjoying
Indonesia.
Indonesia is a rapidly developing country. Over half of
the population lives in urban centers. We have our young
democracy, but also our deep social and ethnic divides. We
have had more than a fair share of bloodshed, security risks,
and terror attacks.
Yes, Indonesia is all of that and, fortunately, much
more. Economically, Indonesia remains one of the economic
‘powerhouses’ in the region. Its international standing is
growing.
Our 7th President Joko Widodo, affectionately known
as Jokowi has declared war on corruption, bureaucracy,
lawlessness. His adminsitration also supports ethnic and
religious minorities, the development of isolated areas and
the large scale improvement of infrastructure.
But first things first: preparing your move by arranging the
visa!
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Visas

N

ever, ever fly to Indonesia with a tourist visa, expecting that it
can be converted to a (limited) stay visa. It cannot. You will
face deportation instead.

Of course, your colleagues in Indonesia will be aware of all
the requirements and ensure that you will arrive with the
proper documents.
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With your proper visa from the Indonesian Embassy in
your home country, the next step is to obtain a temporary
stay (and work) permit. Work permits, known as KITAS are
valid for one year.
In addition to the KITAS, your passport will also have
an exit permit. Both have different expiry dates. Expats with
an expired exit permit are not allowed to leave the country.
If you must take care of the process yourself, be
prepared that it is exhaustive and complicated. Professional
help through one of the agencies, specializing in these kinds
of activities is almost essential.
A new immigration bill now allows foreign spouses of
Indonesian nationals to obtain a residence and work permit
too.
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First Impressions

A

fter landing, heading for Immigration we hope that you will
feel impressed by the architecture of the Soekarno-Hatta
airport. Terminal 2 has a distinct traditional Javanese design;
so much different from the common glass and steel airports
you can see elsewhere in the world –and so much different
from the new glass and steel domestic Terminal 3 (for all
domestic and international Garuda flights). Terminal 2’s
architecture has received kudos from architects and
passengers alike.
More important to travelers, Jakarta’s airport is rather
efficient. After clearing Immigration, which is usually a hasslefree experience, you will likely see that the luggage is already
making its rounds on one of the conveyor belts in the baggage
claim area.
An office representative will probably meet you
outside, but if you have to find your way to Jakarta all by
yourself, you might as well change Rupiah for the taxi now.
There are several Money Changers in the Baggage Claim area
and in the Arrival Hall.
Clearing Customs is a smooth operation too, unless
you bring arms, pornography (Playboy equals pornography),
or illicit drugs into the country. These are all criminal offenses.
Drug offenses are likely to be honored with capital
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punishment. The courts in Tangerang and Denpasar (Bali) are
notorious for the high number of death sentences they pass
out to drug traffickers.
The Custom Declaration Form you filled out on board
the aircraft will be collected (but usually not studied) and you
are required to put your bags through an X-ray machine
again. If you have many pieces of luggage, that’s where the
porter comes in very handy.
After the Customs Area, you will come into a rather
serene arrival area where people are looking out for
passengers –and business. There are still some illegal taxi
drivers, hotel staff holding signs with the names of guests,
and others who wait for arriving relatives or business
partners.
If you have a connecting domestic flight, just follow
the domestic transit signs, straight to the gate or to the
shuttle buses.
Several domestic airlines use Halim Perdanakusuma
airport in the eastern part of the capital. The drive between
Soekarno-Hatta and Halim Perdanakusuma may take at least
two hours due to Jakarta’s notorious gridlock.
If nobody is there to meet you, you need to find a taxi
or a bus into Jakarta, some 30 kilometers (15 miles) to the
East. There are many taxis available at the curbside, but if you
are on a first visit to Indonesia it is recommended to book a
Blue Bird (or Silver Bird or Black Bird) Taxi. By local standards
these are not cheap, but they are highly reliable.
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The fare includes a mandatory airport surcharge and
the toll fees. Look for the Bluebird taxi booth.
The curbside is noisy and hot. There are the engine
sounds and fumes of waiting touring cars and public buses (if
you are in for a bit of adventure, you may hop aboard one of
the blue and white DAMRI public buses that go into town);
the shrieking of police whistles trying to organize the traffic,
and cars hooting.
When your luggage is being loaded into the taxi, some
unsolicited help may show up out of nowhere to arrange the
suitcases inside the trunk. This illegal help is not for free. So, if
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you don’t want to be assisted, be firm and tell the person to
keep his hands off your stuff.
We hope you like the decorative colored lighting along
the road, welcoming the newly arriving visitors.
You will soon see the artifacts of the modern kingdom
of economics; tall office buildings, banks, executive
apartments, shopping malls and condos dominating the
skyline of Jakarta. Is this a developing country, you may
wonder? Yes, Indonesia is developing: even during the recent
global economic crises our annual economic growth
continued to hover upward of 5 percent.
Being the melting pot of all that makes up Indonesia,
our capital city offers anything from culture to crime. The
former will allow any visitor or affluent resident to enjoy
every day in one of Jakarta’s many theaters and numerous
other attractions. The latter is best to be avoided. Therefore,
venture outside your hotel only with a trusted person who
knows the city inside and out.
Most hotels, coffee shops and shopping malls offer
wireless connectivity. Alternatively, many internet cafes or
Warnet are open 24 hours. Most connections are not as fast
as you’re used to. In fact, Indonesia has one of the world’s
slowest internet speeds. Consider purchasing a local USB
modem or portable wifi router with nationwide coverage. The
shop assistant will be happy to register the modem for you.
All you need to do is to plug and surf.
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Finding a Home

R

eal estate agents and brokers are easy to come by in cities like
Jakarta, Bandung and Surabaya and they will be happy to find
you a house or an apartment. Newspapers, including the
English language dailies carry ads for homes for rent.
The local way of renting a house is through a usually
unofficial agent. It is an accepted form of brokerage, but
some caution is needed. Put all the promises the agent makes
in a contract and have it legalized.
The custom in Indonesia is to rent a house for one
year, sometimes for two or three years. When the contract
expires you are supposed to vacate the house. If you prefer to
renew the rent it is best to put an option in the first contract.
It should explain that you will have the right on
renewal and that the broker is not allowed to offer the house
to another interested party without your consent. Even so,
bring up the subject with the broker well before the
expiration date.
Brokers will often be happy to make repairs or modest
renovations during the first month after you move in. From
then onwards you will be responsible to pay for all repairs, be
it a broken water pump, a leaking roof, a collapsing wall and
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so on (almost all roofs in Indonesian houses leak, but walls
usually remain standing).

Buying property in Indonesia is fraught with
regulations and limitations. Any great property offer should
therefore be viewed with suspicion. Foreigners are often
lured in shady contracts stipulating that the 'purchase' is in
fact a lease.
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Recent legislation allows foreigners to purchase an
apartment or a landed house. Unfortunately, at unrealistically
high minimum purchase prices. Also, the period of ownership
is limited to a maximum of 80 years. There are two kinds of
ownership:
a) The right to use the property (hak pakai or hak guna),
b) And the right of ownership (hak milik).
Foreign ownership always is in the hak pakai category.
Finally, foreigners will find it next to impossible to
obtain a home loan or mortgage from a local bank.

More on buying property in
Indonesia
Houses or apartments for rent
through Indonesia’s popular
Rumah123 site
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Culture shock

I

f Indonesia is your first overseas posting, you may be in for a
dose of culture shock. Immersion into the foreign culture
leaves you without many of the accepted social rules and
regulations of your own culture. It’s a struggle to understand
the language, people behaving differently, and sights and
sounds that are unfamiliar. Everything is different, even the
sense of humor. It may be exciting, but in some cases, it can
become too overwhelming and you may feel shocked.
Culture shock is more than confusion. It usually comes in
stages and the worst stage, which fortunately not everyone
experiences, is when the foreigner completely rejects the
culture and can only see its negative sides and just wants to
go home.
There are short courses to prepare expats to
understand the most important aspects of the foreign culture
and to reduce culture shock as much as possible. There are
also books on preventing culture shock. How about
Indonesia? Not everything is romantic and not everything is
beautiful.
The best way to prevent culture shock is to be aware
that it may hit, and to be prepared. This guide hopes to
contribute to make your stay in Indonesia very enjoyable.
Enjoyment comes with understanding and understanding
comes with communicating. The Indonesian language or
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Bahasa Indonesia is what most Indonesians use to
communicate. How to join our communications? For as long
as you are not fluent in Indonesian, use any language and use
your hands and feet to convey a message. And smile! Many
doors will open almost immediately!
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On Bahasa Indonesia

I

ndonesia is a vast country. After China, India and the USA it is
the fourth most populous country, a vast archipelago, in the
world.
Having lived on islands for more than a thousand
years, it is easy to understand that the different ethnic groups
developed their cultures in different ways. With cultures
come languages. Indonesia has hundreds of different
languages. That is in addition to local dialects. Some
languages are spoken in a very small area only: just a few
municipalities or villages.
With such a diverse linguistic palette, it would be
unattainable to create anything that resembles a national
identity if there would be no lingua franca or a national
language. That language is called Indonesian or Bahasa
Indonesia. The promotion of Bahasa Indonesia as the national
language became an important aspect of the struggle for
independence. The origins of the Indonesian language lie not
only in Sumatra, but also in Malaysia, where until this day it is
called Malay. Malay and Indonesian have the same roots and
with some effort Malaysians and Indonesians can understand
each other speaking their own languages. Yet, Malay and
Bahasa Indonesia quickly develop in different ways.
Almost all Indonesians today speak Bahasa Indonesia.
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Yet, there are isolated rural communities where the residents
still only speak their local language, and that applies even
more so to women than to men.
One thing that is very easy to understand about our language
is how to make a plural. We simply double the noun. One
automobile is mobil. Automobiles are mobil-mobil. Plurals are
usually written by adding a 2 after the noun: mobil2. Many
automobiles are banyak mobil-mobil.

It is said that Bahasa Indonesia is easy to learn, far
easier than English. That is probably true, given that many
tourists are quite capable of expressing themselves with
simple sentences after only a few days. On the other hand,
many students become really confused when they try to
master the intricacies of the grammar. Although Indonesian
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has no conjugations such as in most European languages, the
system of adding something in front of and behind the root
words to make them into nouns, verbs and tenses requires
some rewiring in the brain. Here is one example of a root
word and how it changes to mean something completely
different.
Main
Main-main
Mainan
Permainan
Pemain
Bermain
Dimainkan
Dipermainkan

Memainkan
Mempermainkan

To play
Kidding
Toy
Game
Player
to play, playing
played, showing (a play, movie)
used (especially in the sense of a person
used or tricked into doing something negative)
playing (an instrument)
using someone (negative)

In this guide, you will find some words in Bahasa
Indonesia. The pronunciation differs from English. Here is a
short guide to pronunciation:
A
: pronunciation as in are
C
: is pronounced as in chatter
G
: is pronounced like good
I
: is pronounced like is
J
: sounds like in jazz
K
: at the end of a word is not pronounced, instead the
vowel preceding it is cut short
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Y

: is pronounced as in yogurt

Two vowels are pronounced individually: main (play) is
pronounced as mah-in, and not as the English main.
When you pick up some Indonesian you will soon
notice a feature that is part humorous, part discomforting:
the many abbreviations we use. It is said that the habit of
combining words into abbreviations originates from the
military. The armed forces have played a decisive role in
Indonesia’s freedom struggle and enjoyed vast popularity and
admiration during the early years of the Republic. The armed
forces also obtained seats in government. Former president
Soeharto relied heavily on the military to consolidate and
maintain his power and organized for the military to be
present in all sectors of society, including commerce and the
councils of all municipalities. Linguists deplore that military
lingo (not to mention military culture) has penetrated the
language to such extent. Some even say that the use of so
many abbreviations is creating a language within a language.
Here are a few of the most common abbreviations you may
encounter while traveling through Indonesia.
Angkot: Angkutan Kota (public transportation)
Bandara: Bandar Udara (airport)
Depkes: Departemen Kesehatan (ministry of health)
Jubir: Juru bicara (spokesperson)
Kapolda: Kepala Polisi Daerah (Regional Police Chief)
Keppres: Keputusan Presiden (Presidential Decree)
Lalin: Lalu lintas (traffic)
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Mayjen: Mayor Jenderal (major general)
Pemkot: Pemerintah Kota (municipal government)

More on Bahasa Indonesia
language courses
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Driving

N

ow that you speak some Indonesian, it’s time to find wheels!
The process of buying a car in Indonesia is not much different
from that in other countries. Either you buy a secondhand
vehicle directly from the owner or through a dealer or you
buy a new car. Cars in Indonesia are relatively expensive as
they are heavily taxed. The price difference between a new
car and a second hand is not too significant.
Buying the car is the easy part, the ensuing paperwork
of renewing licenses, and paying taxes will cost you many
unhappy hours.
By far the best alternative is to use the services of the
car dealer who will do the dirty work, known as balik nama
(changing the owner's name) for you for a small surcharge.
When you happen to move from one city to another the
license plates of your car will need to be changed. In other
words, your car needs to be re-registered in the new location
and carry the local license plates. This process is known as
mutasi (mutation) and is not very cheap.
But, as always in Indonesia there are services available
to do the work for you, such as standing in line and filling out
forms.
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An important preparation before renting or buying a
car is to ensure that you have a valid International Driver's
License. When it expires you need to renew it abroad or
obtain an Indonesian driver's license.
Further information at the Police’s call center in
Jakarta: 021-91261059. A list of requirements for expats is
posted on Satu Layanan (One Stop Shop, the site is entirely in
Bahasa Indonesia).
Depending on who you have contacted the process
may be cumbersome and long or quick and neat. In some
cases, you only need to show up to have your photo and
fingerprint taken. Other essential documents to complete the
process are your passport, visa and work permit and a health
declaration. Driver's licenses for foreigners are valid for up to
five years, depending on the type of stay permit.
First-time visitors to Indonesia often feel appalled at the sight
of our traffic. That we drive along the left side of the road is
not the issue, but the noise and pollution levels are! Then
there is Jakarta’s notorious almost 24 hours gridlock to cope
with.
They wonder if there are no traffic rules. That’s a good point.
Maybe there are, but honestly, we don’t know. Our driving
instructors hardly teach us anything else than ‘keep moving!’
Of course, during the driving exam we need to complete
multiple-choice forms with questions about traffic rules and
the meaning of traffic signs. Fortunately, the police officers
taking the exam often are kind enough to provide the
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answers too. Expatriates need to obtain their Indonesian
driver’s license after a year. It’s not too difficult. Usually their
office will take care of the procedure, so that the applicant
only needs to show up for a ‘mug shot’, a signature and a
fingerprint. Tourists can use an international driver’s license.

Traffic in Indonesia is not so bad. From the perspective
of ease of driving, that is. Driving your own vehicle is even a
nice experience. At least it’s a great cultural experience.
When you dare to take the wheel after having been used to
the orderly traffic situation in Europe, North America, Japan,
Singapore or Australia you will definitely say it’s fun: no rules!
Just fill in the gaps, don’t use the mirrors and go for it. No
need to anticipate the traffic situation 100 meters ahead. Just
blast the horn to the obstructing car bumper in front. And
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when the going gets tough, all you should do is open the
window and throw out a smile.
There are traffic rules, although you will not find them
in any book or traffic regulation. Here they are. First and
foremost: be flexible. Drivers in Indonesia survive because
they do not insist on their traffic rights. Second: Big is Boss.
Drivers in Indonesia reach their destination most of the time
because they know that any vehicle older or bigger than
theirs will have the right of way.
Flexibility in Indonesian traffic situations is essential.
Unlike motorists (and pedestrians) in Europe, we have no
rights in traffic. It’s therefore futile to insist on getting the
right of way. Flexibility and the wish to survive will allow you
to veer off the road in case an oncoming vehicle can’t or
doesn’t want to get back into its lane fast enough.
Buses and trucks are the biggest vehicles you will
encounter. Please remember that they always have the right
of way, even if they are on the wrong side of the road or
ignore traffic lights.
You will see many police officers patrolling the streets,
or more commonly, waiting at intersections for motorists to
commit a traffic violation. Our police officers don’t like to talk
a lot and perpetrators are fined immediately. If this would
happen to you, you will also be told to hand over the driver’s
license because it must be sent to court to process your
criminal case. Don’t worry about this kind of talk. Fortunately,
motorists have some bargaining power about the exact
amount of the fine and even about the process. Rp 50,000 is
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the usual rate for a fine and you can keep your driver’s
license. There is no point in asking for a receipt. After all,
poorly paid police officers must make a living somehow and
they also must ensure that they make their daily setoran
(assigned number of fines to hand over) to their supervisor.
We all hope that these practices will end soon now
that the government is fighting corruption seriously.
Especially during the night, the road is used by
everyone. Outside the cities, curbsides are rare and
pedestrians, cyclists, chicken and goats, horse drawn
carriages and becak, all must use the same two lanes
available. Apart from most motorbikes and cars, other
vehicles never have functioning lights. For villagers, the road
is also used as a place to gather during the cool hours of the
night, after all the work is done. You will see men crouching
by the side of the road, chatting and exchanging news and
opinions.
When it gets later and cooler still, some residents may in fact
use the road to lie down and relax while continuing the chat.
Never assume that the road is empty.
But the best experiences in traffic are when you
decide to hold back and allow pedestrians to cross. With
surprise and relief, they will smile and wave at you. Be careful
though, other motorists will not interpret your stopping as a
gesture to allow pedestrians to cross, and they, especially the
bikers, will only rejoice at this opportunity to overtake you.
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Domestic Help

L

iving in Indonesia without domestic help is a contradiction in
terms.
Newly arriving expatriates sometimes are reluctant to
contract a maid, a driver, guard or a gardener reasoning that
domestic work exploits the local human resources.
Reality is that unemployment in Indonesia remains a problem.
Unemployment goes hand in hand with low levels of
education. Therefore, hiring domestic staff definitely helps
reduce the unemployment problem.
The major part of the wages of your domestic helpers
will most likely find their way to relatives in faraway villages
where the money helps to keep children in school, improve
homes, pay for medical needs and help the relatives survive.
In several cities there are official employment
agencies for domestic staff and you are required to pay at
least the local minimum wages. Traditionally domestic help is
be available for 24 hours and 7 days a week. However, it is
becoming the standard for your household staff to work from
8 AM to 4 PM.
An alternative way to find staff is through other
expatriates, neighbors or co-workers.
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Most domestic staff don't speak English. Patience and
a sense of relativism and humor will go a long way in
establishing a good working relationship.
Whatever happens in your relationship with domestic staff,
don't ever shout. Your staff will lose face and, just as
important, they will appreciate you less and less, because
with every emotional outburst, you will be loosing face too.
The test whether your staff are happy to work for you
is when they return after the Idul Fitri break or stay away and
never get in touch again, not even to collect their severance
pay.
When the employment is terminated for whatever
reason, employers are required to pay severance to the
amount of one month's wages for every year of employment.
Culture requires that employers also pay for their
meals, soap, toothpaste, lodging and so on. Before Idulfitri
employers provide a bonus of an additional month's salary, a
new shirt and allow the staff to visit their relatives for at least
one week (please pay for their transportation).
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The Shipment

D

epending on the duration of your assignment to Indonesia
you will probably have shipped a container load of personal
stuff, hoping it will arrive soon after you have settled in.
Indonesia’s cargo clearing services have gained notoriery for
its snail pace, its complications and nearly impenetrable red
tape. The current Jokowi administration has made great
strides in streamlining both ‘dwelling time’ and the
paperwork, setting a target of just two days in Jakarta’s
Tanjong Priok harbor. Even so, importers and exporters
continue to complain. Expat.co.id even continues to list
Indonesia as a ‘difficult country’ for customs clearance
Not included in the dwelling time is the waiting time for cargo
ships before they can berth and unload.

More on shipping requirements
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The Neighborhood

A

fter you have settled in, it is time to get used to your domestic
staff (and they to you) and to ensure that you register
yourself and your family at several neighborhood levels.

During the 1942-1945 occupation, the Japanese armed
forces introduced different neighborhood levels in Indonesia.
This system is still maintained. Starting from the bottom there
is the RT (which stands for Rukun Tetangga). RT is a group of
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up to 100 households, headed by a leader, known as kepala
RT, or more affectionately Pak RT. Pak is short for Bapak,
which means both Father, Dad and Sir. Pak RT needs to know
who is living in his RT and, in the case of foreigners, for how
long.

Shortly after settling in, visit Pak RT (the neighbors will
know his address), show your passport and explain who you
are, why you live here, at which address and for how long.
Pak RT usually also wants to know the names of your
domestic staff. He will give you a simple note, signed and
stamped. With this note you report to the next higher level,
which is the RW (short for Rukun Warga).
RW is composed of a number of RT and it is headed by
the Kepala RW . At the RW level you will usually find an office
with clerks. Instead of Pak RW, the clerks will do the
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processing. Once again you will receive a note, stamped and
signed. You will need to pay a registration fee too.
The note from the RW office is required to report to the
Kecamatan or sub-district level. Here again you are charged a
registration fee.
If your office is not equipped to do all the registration
formalities, depending on the level of education of your
domestic staff, they may do so at the RT and RW levels on
your behalf, but you must personally fulfill the registration at
the next higher sub-district or Kecamatan level.
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Putting the Kids in School

I

n many cities you will find international schools. The most
common are the schools with an American curriculum. But
there are also Korean, Japanese and even a Dutch school (in
Jakarta). Not all international schools provide classes until
college level.
By the way, international schools are called
intercultural schools.
Jakarta
ACG School Jakarta
ACS Jakarta
Australian Independent School
British School Jakarta
Canggu Community School
Deutsche Schule Jakarta
Gandhi Memorial International School, Jakarta
Global Jaya School
Ichthus School
Jakarta Intercultural School
Lycée Français de Jakarta
Netherlands Inter-Community School
New Zealand Independent School
Singapore School Bona Vista
North Jakarta Intercultural School
Sekolah Pelita Harapan, Christian schools in Bukit Sentul,
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Cikarang, Tangerang, Pluit, Pondok Indah)
Bandung
Bandung Alliance Intercultural School
Bandung Independent School
Semarang
Semarang International School
Salatiga
Mountainview Christian School
Malang
Wesley International School)
Surabaya
Surabaya Intercultural School
Bali
Bali Island School
Makassar
Makassar Independent School
Medan
Medan Independent School
Kupang
Kupang Montessori School
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Lombok
Batu Hijau International School
Lombok Learning Village
Rinjani Indah School
Also see Expat.co.id.
A growing number of private Indonesian schools
provide a curriculum that comes close to those of the
international schools, such as Sekolah Internasional Ciputra.
These schools are popularly known as "plus schools".
Teaching occurs in English and in Indonesian. These schools
offer a more affordable alternative.
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Banking, Taxes, Social Security

I

f you need to set up your bank account, you'll probably be
dazzled by the number of banks in Indonesia. There are many
domestic banks advertising their services. Very few seem to
target expatriates, but an increasing number of banks provide
US$ accounts. All local banks have facilities for online
banking.
The process to open an account is very easy. All you
need is your passport and your KITAS (stay permit) and a first
deposit. However, some bank branches may set additional
requirements. Therefore, before you barge in, it’s best to
check what the clerk says is needed in terms of
documentation.
A drawback of the Indonesian banking system is that banks do
not always provide account statements. That explains why
you will often hear a request from the receiver of your
transfer for a (screen) copy of the transaction, be it the
telecom provider, the utility company or your landlord.
There is no escape: foreign residents have to pay
income tax if their stay in Indonesia exceeds 180 days. You
require a tax registration number (NPWP), that can be
obtained from the tax office located at Jalan Kalibata in South
Jakarta.
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Not all employers withhold all due taxes from your
salary. Therefore, sit down with HR and have all the intricacies
explained of Indonesia's tax system. Ensure that you receive
proof of payment.
Self employed expats must make all arrangements
with the tax office themselves or they can use the services of
an agency, such as Okusi Associates.
The only foreign residents holding a diplomatic visa or
a service visa (Visa Dinas) are tax exempted.

Bank BCA, one of the most popular
consumer banks
CIMB Niaga
BNI Bank Negara Indonesia, one of the State
Banks
BRI State owned bank Bank Rakyat Indonesia
has branches even in the most remote
villages
HSBC (Indonesian branch)
Mandiri is a second State owned Bank and is
Indonesia's largest bank
Maybank (formerly Bank Internasional
Indonesia)
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Health

I

f Indonesia is your first overseas assignment in a tropical
country, be prepared for some health issues that may affect
you and your family.

Belly problems and diarrhea are a common occurrence
in tropical environments. Contrary to popular belief, food is
not always the major and not the only culprit of diarrhea. The
rapid change in climate and jet lag are contributors too. That
is one of the reasons why you need to take it easy during one
or two days after arrival, and preferably a bit longer. Most air
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travelers need at least a week to recover from jet lag and
approximately three months to get used to the climate.
After several weeks in Indonesia, you may have
attracted intestinal worms. No need to worry: go to any
drugstore and buy Combantrin. It’s an effective treatment to
prevent or cure intestinal parasites. One dose will keep you
free from worms for three months.
Things that live in the water may give you different
health problems again. To avoid being hospitalized (at worst)
or spending a lot of time in the toilet, you should not drink
water from the tap anywhere. Only a few hotels boast that
their tap water meets international standards and is safe to
drink, but even then: be careful. Otherwise, buy bottled
mineral water. It is safe for consumption and fortunately it is
available in the most remote villages and almost at every
street corner.
Preparing for the trip to Indonesia your physician may
convince you to take a shot against typhoid. That makes a lot
of sense. Typhoid in Indonesia is not a rare disease. Patients
attract it, among others, by drinking contaminated water.
Typhoid is so common, in fact, that nobody panics when the
doctor diagnoses it. The treatment consists of a simple diet,
medication and at least one week of bed rest.
So, don’t worry too much about getting sick in the
tropics. It will most likely not get any worse than catching a
cold or having some belly problems. As mentioned previously,
going in and out of air-conditioned rooms is the perfect recipe
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to be coughing and sneezing after a day or two. A cold and flu
are nothing new to us in Indonesia.
If you need a doctor or a dentist, it is best to visit a
well-equipped hospital or a private clinic. Public village or
neighborhood clinics (Puskesmas) or health posts (Posyandu)
are not well equipped and doctors and nurses will probably
not speak English. Common painkillers and antibiotics are the
standard prescription for most doctors.
Indonesia has a growing number of hospitals of
international standard. Even so, many expats and well to do
Indonesians prefer to be treated in Singapore.

SOS Clinics
Allianz list of contracted
hospitals in Indonesia
Indonesian hospitals with their
national and international
ranking
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Food and Groceries

I

ndonesian food is often compared to Thai or Malaysian food
and in general it’s a feast that dazzles the senses with
different colors, smells and flavors, all in one meal. Many
dishes are spicy. However, there are numerous local
variations on this theme and more and more restaurants,
catering to the foreign public (especially in Jakarta and Bali)
adapt their recipes to the taste of their clientele.
The staple food in most of Indonesia is rice. Rice is so
important in our lives that we have four words to describe its
different stages; padi is rice that is growing in the field, while
it becomes gabah after the harvest. After husking we call it
beras. Cooked and ready to eat it is nasi.
Only in the more arid regions in the east of the
archipelago rice is replaced with maize or tubers. The
traditional breakfast is fried rice (nasi goreng), often with a
fried egg and chilli (sambal or cabe) and a piece of tasty
shrimp crackers (krupuk). Alternatively, there is steamed rice
with one or more side dishes either meat, fish or vegetables,
left over from the previous day. Other typically Indonesian
breakfasts are chicken porridge (bubur ayam) or a sweet
porridge of soybeans (bubur kacang hijau).
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Bread, peanut butter, jam and cereals are popular
among the urban middle and upper classes. Unfortunately,
most of the bread in Indonesia has been stripped of all its
nutrients. If you plan to stay in Indonesia for more than two
months, be prepared for some hair loss -the effect of vitamin
B deficiency. Fortunately, whole wheat bread is available in
the better bakeries and hotels. If you favor yogurt you will be
happy to know that there are both local and imported brands
in more and more supermarkets such as SuperIndo, Giant,
Hero, or Carrefour. You may also find ham and other pork
meat there.
Sales of alcoholic drinks is severely restricted. Small
neighborhood shops are not allowed to sell beer and wine.
Beer, wine and brandy are available only at supermarkets and
hotels. Indonesia is not a beer drinking country, but there are
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several good local brands, such as Bir Bintang, Angker Bir and
Bali Hai.
Although the term vegetarian is familiar, not
everybody fully understands what it means. ‘Something
without meat’ is probably as far as it goes. Vegetarians need
to explain a bit more, as in Indonesia, chicken and seafood are
not seen as meat. However, veggie restaurants are now
fashionable. Even so, for vegans it remains difficult to find
restaurants that prepare the food according to their
requirements. Uptown Indian restaurants may be the vegans’
only hope.
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Dress Code

W

hatever we decide to wear, modesty is the guiding rule.
We are a modest and a shy people. Many of us are pious
Muslims and so, we don’t feel at ease to reveal much of
our bodies. While in the early 90’s it was an exception to see
Muslim women wearing a headscarf, now it is a common
sight. Situations can change dramatically. In the past, girls
were expelled from public school if the wore a headscarf, now
they may be expelled if they don’t. The interpretation of the
Muslim dress code in Indonesia, prescribes that women cover
their hair, their arms and their legs. In Indonesia, we are
proud to have Muslim fashion. You will certainly find that
covering one’s hair, arms and legs, doesn’t mean dressing
without a fashion statement.
Non-Muslim women too tend to dress modestly. The
typical daily dress is the daster (duster), which gives women
lots of room to move while doing their chores. Especially in
the big cities you will see lots of miniskirts and T-shirts with
short sleeves. But sleeveless shirts, cleavage and (mini) shorts
are still largely out of the question.
It is recommended to conform to the local dress code,
especially in rural areas. Knowing all this about dressing and
dressing up may help you when you go and visit someone.
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Leaving the tie at home is fine, but going on a visit
wearing shorts is simply not done.
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Indonesia Fact Sheet1
Political system:
Head of State:
Government:

Political parties:
Capital:
Population
Growth rate
Urban population
Unemployment:
Poverty
Infant Mortality Rate
Maternal Mortality rate
Life expectancy
Literacy rate:
Human Development Index

Corruption Perception Index

Economy
GNI (2015):
GNI PPP (2015)
Govt. budget for education
Currency:

Democracy
President (Joko ‘Jokowi’ Widodo)
DPR (House of Representatives)
and MPR (People’s Consultative
Assembly -Senate)
15
DKI Jakarta
260 million (2016 estimate)
1.2% (2015 estimate)
54% (2015 estimate)
5.8% (2016)
11.2 percent (2015)
27 per 1,000 (2015)
126 per 100,000 (2015)
69 years (female: 71, male 69)
95% (2015)
0.684. Ranking: 110 out of 188
countries; the higher the index,
the worse
Score 36 (2015), rank 88 out of
168.

US$ 3,404/capita
US$ 10,680/capita
20% of public spending (2012)
Rupiah (approx. Rp. 12,000 to the
US$, Rp. 14,500 to the Euro
(2016)

Sources include: Human Development Report, UNDP, Asia Development Bank,
World Bank, The World Factbook, Transparency Intl.
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Size:

Archipelago, 1.9 million square
kilometers, 18,108 islands,
108,920 km2 (68,075 sq. miles)
coastline. Distance from northernmost tip of Sumatra to
easternmost tip of Papua is
equivalent of Nova Scotia across
the Atlantic Ocean to Gibraltar or
from Ireland to Iran. The total
landmass equals three times the
size of the state of Texas, USA.

Topography:

Mountainous tropical rainforests
and low coastal areas. 300 active
and sleeping volcanoes, snowcapped mountain range in Papua,
arid grasslands in Eastern
Indonesia

Time zones

GMT +7: for Sumatra and Java,
(Western Indonesian Time),
GMT +8: for Kalimantan,
Sulawesi, Bali, Maluku, West
Nusa Tenggara, East Nusa
Tenggara (Central Indonesian
Time),
GMT +9: Papua (East Indonesian
Time)

Climate:

Humid, tropical monsoon (two
seasons: dry and rainy), daytime
temperatures varying from 240 C
to 350 C at sea level.

Language:

Indonesian (Bahasa Indonesia).
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More than 300 local languages.
Hundreds of dialects.
Ethnicity:

Over 300 ethnic groups. Javanese
and Sundanese are the most
numerous ethnic groups (42%
and 15% respectively). Others
include Ambonese, Banten,
Batak, Badui, Balinese, Bugis,
Chinese, Dayak, Madurese,
Malay, Minangkabau, Papua,
Sasak, Sumba, Sumbawa,
Sundanese, Tenggerese,
Timorese, Toraja,

Religion:

85% Muslim, with minorities of
Buddhists, Hindus, Christians,
and animists.

Industries:

Natural gas, coal, crude oil, palm
oil, rubber, coffee, tea, processed
food, spices, timber, plywood,
furniture, handicrafts, textiles,
clothing, shoes, cement,
fertilizer, minerals, vehicle and
aircraft assembly, plastics,
tourism

Environment:

2.3 tons CO2 emission/capita

Voltage:

220 Volts, West European two
and three pin (grounded)
sockets. Some hotels also have
US two and three pin flat sockets
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Links

T

his is just a short selection of Indonesia links. For a more
comprehensive list, visit Indonesia OK.
Expats
Expat.or.id is the place to be for expatriates in Indonesia
Indonesia Expat
InterNations
Visas
Ministry of Foreign Affairs Jakarta –information on visas etc.
News in English
Antara the national news agency
Gatra (online version of the well-known GATRA weekly –it has
an English language section)
The Jakarta Post
The Jakarta Globe
Indonesia News
Inside Indonesia
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Chris Soebroto was born in East Java,
Indonesia in 1947, but received his
education in Europe. He has written
volumes of in-company communications
on cross-cultural learning. Most of his
professional career was in the field of
grassroots development through a NGO
in The Netherlands, Indonesia and Colombia.
The many years in Europe and his education in cultural
anthropology allowed him to develop an understanding for
the thinking patterns of both Indonesians and westerners.
This unique double perspective is reflected in Indonesia OK!!
(now titled Enjoying Indonesia), the author’s second
publication in 2004 and his website Indonesia OK.
‘Jetlag’ the author’s debut was published in 2004. It
provides a simple recipe to prevent jetlag on long
international flights without medication or costly gadgets.
Have a look at nomore-jetlag.net.
A third publication is titled Matrozensoep (Sailor’s
Soup), short stories in Dutch and English. Another Dutch
publication is ‘Rust, Ruimte, Natuurschoon’.
His next publication is ‘Ke Belanda, yuk!’ a travel guide
about The Netherlands in Bahasa Indonesia, for Indonesian
readers.
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